
X-ray imaging using Synhrotron radiation.R. MoksoSLS, Paul Sherer Institut, Villigen, SwitzerlandI. INTRODUCTIONX-ray imaging is a relatively new tehnique. A on-siderably part of knowledge in this �eld follow fromwork made in visible optis or elektron mirosopy. Anoverview of the priniples and methodology of X-ray im-age aquisition in 0D, 1D, 2D, and 3D will be given withthe emphasis on the spei�ities of synhrotron radiation.One possible way to look at the urrent trends in x-ray imaging with synhrotron radiation is to say thatthe development is arried out in two distint diretionswhih neessarily meet one in a while, but still bothrequire a separate researh. The two diretions an beidenti�ed as the improvement of temporal and spatialresolution. What are the motivations and where are thereal limitations in these two researh diretions? The aimof the tutorial is to be able to give some answers to thisquestion.The overal outline of the tutorial will follow the layoutof this letter.II. PRINCIPLES OF SYNCHROTRON BASEDX-RAY IMAGINGIt follows from the relativisti eletrons properties thatthe divergene of the x-ray beam emerging from a syn-hrotron soure is extremely low. As a onsequene wespeak about parallel beam imaging in ontrary to labora-tory x-ray experiments where by the nature of its gener-ation the fan- or one-beam geometry is usually the ase.The parallel beam has many advantages for tomography,suh as easy and artifat free reonstrution. The highbrilliane of the soure also results in a muh higher num-ber of useful photons at the level of the detetor. Thebeam angular divergene is typially 0:1�1�rad demon-strating the important di�erene in this value when look-ing at a usual laboratory soure divergene whih emitsover half spae.The unique properties of the x-rays emerging from aninstrument suh as one of the numerous operational andplanned 3rd generations synhrotrons allow to developand implement state-of-art instruments, a tool for appli-ations that an hardly be addressed elsewhere with thesame resolution (in many senses of the word).The spatial resolution with laboratory x-ray soureshas ahieved remarkable results in the last deade. Com-merially available systems routinely o�er spatial resolu-tions lose to a few mirometers. Very reently even sub-mirometer resolution laboratory systems are reported.The image quality is however often poor when imag-ing real materials. In this work we also address sub-

mirometer resolution in tomography with 3rd genera-tion synhrotron radiation x-ray beams that do o�er ad-ditional possibilities to those used in laboratory setups.Using laboratory soures, the aquisition time for aomplete tomographi set at a resolution of few mirom-eters is of the order of hours. At synhrotron soures thesituation is far better beause of the available high �uxof x-ray photons.When an X-ray beam impinges on a sample, part of itan be absorbed (mainly photoeletri e�et), satteredor re�eted.The attenuation of the X-rays of the initial intensityI0 in a material of thikness z is expressed by the Beer-Lambert law with boundary ondition I(z = 0) = I0I(z) = Ioe��z (1)� is referred to as the linear attenuation oe�ient.The omplex refrative index an be expressed as:n = 1� Æ + i� (2)When instead of the intensity we regard the wave fun-tion in the media traveling a distane �z , where k = 2��is the wave vetor we an write ei(1�Æ)k�z:e��k�z where� = �2k , it beomes lear that the Æ is responsible forthe phase shift ' = � 2�� R Ædz and � for the amplitudeattenuation. Both fators will be present in imaging, butone important advantage of synhrotron soures is thepossibility to use both fators seletively. How and whyto do this seletion will also be disussed in detail.III. TOMOGRAPHYIt is a big step from radiography (2D imaging) to to-mography (3D imaging).Tomographi tehniques are nowadays employed usingseveral omplementary probes inluding x-rays. The �rstever tomographi images were obtained in 1957 by Bar-tolomew and Casagrande [1℄. Cormak and Houns�eld[4℄ got a Nobel prie in mediine in 1979 for their workwith omputed axial tomography.We an say that the utilization of x-rays was in the20th entury the most important trigger of the develop-ments in tomography. This fat is due to the propertyof x-rays to go through the studied sample without be-ing ompletely absorbed or sattered. It allows to obtainan image of the ross setion of a sample from projetiondata. The projetions onsist in this ase of line integralsof the omplex refrative index n(x; y; z).



2IV. IMAGING WITH A PARTIALLYCOHERENT SOURCEPerhaps the most spetaular di�erene in imagingperformed with a synhrotron beam ompared to labora-tory soures is the interferene e�ets resulting from thespatial oherene properties of the x-ray radiation. Co-herent radiation omes from a point soure, whih is notthe ase in pratie, sine the dimension of the soure isnot in�nitely small. We say therefore that the radiationis partially oherent.The oherene is the property of a signal or data setin whih the phase of the onstituents is measurable andplays a signi�ant role in the way in whih several sig-nals or data ombine. This term is also used to hara-terize radiation in two distint respets. The �rst is thelongitudinal (temporal) oherene whih is related to themonohromaity of the soure.The transverse oherene is related to the soure sizeand its distane. Depending on the soure of radiationthat is used in a given imaging system we an onsidertwo limiting ases: the spatially oherent and the ino-herent ase. One way of de�ning our system is to saythat it is inoherent if the transverse oherene lengthis muh smaller than the resolution of the images we a-quire. Changing from oherent to inoherent illuminationhanges the blurring proess substantially. A oherentimaging system has an abrupt ut-o� in the frequenydomain, whih results in �ringing� around edges. Ino-herent illumination produes a smooth drop-o� in thefrequeny domain whih blurs edges gradually.The inverse problem in phase ontrast imaging onsistsin �nding the phase and the amplitude of the objet fromthe available information whih is the measured intensity.This is not a trivial problem. Several alternatives to re-trieve the information from phase ontrast images are tobe reviewed.If the imaging system is designed to reord the Fresneldi�ration pattern on the detetor, then there are variousapproahes to approximate the forward problem in orderto be able to retrieve the phase. They are generally eitherbe based on the Transport of intensity equation [3℄ or theContrast transfer funtion [2℄. If the di�ration patternis in the Fraunhofer regime, the iterative methods are themost performant, as reviewed in [7℄.V. SPECIAL IMAGING TECHNIQUESChanging the parallel geometry of a synhrotron beamin order to take advantage of both the geometri magni�-ation and high monohromati �ux appears to be a verypromising diretion towards nano-imaging. Using Fresnelzone plates as objetive lens and keeping the x-ray energybelow 7 keV has brought resolutions approximately 100nm [6, 9℄. One step forward is to ombine x-ray mi-

rosopy with tomography to aess the bulk propertiesof materials at similar preision using highly penetratinghard x-ray radiation [5, 8℄.Numerous other tehniques are merging today. We willshortly look at these 3D tehniques: oherent di�rationimaging, analyzer based imaging, �uoresene tomogra-phy, laminography, difration ontrast tomography.VI. APPLICATIONSTwo prinipal appliations will be seleted to demon-strate the two aspets of imaging as stated in the in-trodution. The �rst is the liquid foams; a system whihrequires fast image aquisition eventually real time imag-ing.Sientists know a great deal about the individual bub-bles in foams and how they "talk" to one another throughsimple frition. But when many bubbles lump togetherto form a foam, the resulting material exhibits a host ofunexpeted properties and behaviors. Liquid foams, forinstane, are omposed of roughly 95 perent gas and 5perent liquid, yet they tend to be far more rigid thantheir omponents. This is due to a phenomenon alledjamming. Beause the bubbles are so tightly paked,when a foam is pressed down, the bubbles an't hoparound one another. The more the bubbles are jammedtogether, the greater the pressure inside them grows and,onsequently, the more they take on the harateristisof a solid.The biggest hallenge faing sientists is to reate pre-ditive models of foam rheology, or just simply oarseningthat is, the way it �ows or evolves over time. As foamsage, gravity drains their liquid downward, and smallerbubbles are absorbed by larger ones, a proess alledoarsening. But until quite reently our understanding ofthis proess has been limited to 2D foams by the inher-ent di�ulties of studying suh an ephemeral material inthree dimensions.The spatial distribution and shape of partiles in Nearnano-strutured or ultra�ne-grain materials is the seondseleted appliation demonstrating the need for submi-rometer spatial resolution. These materials are de�nedas materials having grain sizes whose linear dimensionsare in the range of 100nm to 1�m. The physial prop-erties of these materials are potentially superior to thoseof their oarse-grained ounterparts. This potential su-periority results from the redued size or dimensionalityof the near nanometer-sized grains as well as from thenumerous interfaes between adjaent grains resulting inlarge volume fration of grain boundaries. It is of hightehnologial importane to study the bulk of these ma-terials in di�erent onditions.Further examples in the �eld of biology, mediine, pa-leonthology and other �elds will be shortly mentioned.
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